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 ú¯
 JjÖÏ @ HAAJ
 ú¯ èPðQåË@ð àA¾ÓB @ áÓ é¢Ê
 ®Ë@
éJºÒÖÏ @ È ð B@ É¾Ë@
éK P@Q¢B @ð
iv.3 On mixed syllogisms of possible and necessary in the first
figure of possible and necessary

 JJË@ à @ ½  C¯ , éJºÜØ HA
 K Q.ºË@ð éK PðQå HA
 K QªË@ I KA¿ @ X@ AÓ @
éj
.

[4.3.1] [In the first figure] when the minor premises are necessity propositions and the major premises are possibility propositions, there is no doubt 199.5
that the conclusion
{Prior Anal i.16, 35b23, 36a18.}


. É¾Ë@ úÎ« Èñ®Ö Ï @ I... éJºÜØ àñºK

will hold as a possibility proposition, because of the universal quantification.
{The default in Aristotle’s modal syllogisms, which Ibn Sı̄nā seems to follow, is that possibility is strict, i.e. it is contingency. Aristotle divides the
present syllogisms into two cases, according as both premises are affirmative or one is negative. If one is negative, it has to be the major premise,
by the flattening principle (every sound modal syllogism remains sound
under at least one way of removing the modalities). Ibn Sı̄nā ignores this
distinction, since he has only the same comment on all cases (though that’s
true of Aristotle too). Aristotle comments that these syllogisms are perfect.
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My suspicion is that Ibn Sı̄nā’s ‘there is no doubt that’ means there is no
doubt in the mind of the reasoner (rather than that of the logician), and is
his way of saying that the syllogisms are perfect. His explanation of the
perfection lies in the major premise — the only one with a universal quantifier in all cases — which tells us that whatever is said of all Bs, viz. that
they are possibly As, will be true of anything included in the Bs. So the syllogism convinces because it’s obvious that the minor premise says among
other things that every C is a B. Išārāt succeeds in making this point more
snazzily. }

 K Q.ºË@ I KA¿ à@ ð
½ËAJê¯ , éK PðQå HA

[4.3.2] If the major premises are necessity propositions, then in that case


 à @ éK áJK àAJK úÍ@ h AJm'
 ½Ë Xð , iJJÓ AJ®Ë@
H. h. É¿ :AJËñ®»
.
. .
.
.

one needs a proof to establish that the syllogism is productive. Thus we
say
(1)

Every C is a B with possibility;
and every B is an A with necessity.

{Barbara LM(broadposs)}


 
 JK Bð @ iJJ¯ , èPðQåËAK @ H É¿ð
AîEA¯ . ÐAªË@
úæªÖÏ AK. éJºÜØ éj
, àA¾ÓB AK.
.
. .
.

In the first instance it entails a conclusion that is a possibility proposition
in the broad sense. Thus
{‘In the first instance’: He says this because we can make a first stab at finding the conclusion by adapting Aristotle 34a34, and the outcome is that the
conclusion is broad possible. In Najā he goes on to show that the conclusion
can’t be contingent; putting these two arguments together shows that the
conclusion is necessary, a view he reaches by a different argument below.
Street p. 152 comments that he ‘cannot understand’ the first proof in Najā.
For that reason I sketch it below. }


èPðQåËAK àñºJ¯ , @ h É¿
àñºK à @ éJºÜØ Q« I KA¿ , éJºÜØ áºK ÕË à@
.
.

if the conclusion fails to hold as possible, it is not possible that every C is
an A, and we have that


h. ªK. èPðQåËAK. àñºJ¯ , @ H. É¿ èPðQåËAK. ð , @ Ë h. ªK.
(2)

With necessity some C is not an A.
2
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Now with necessity every B is an A [(by (1))], and so with necessity some 199.10
C


. H. h. É¿ ù®J ®m Ì '@ àA¾ÓB AK. àA¿ð , H. Ë
is not a B, though we had [(by (1))] that with strict possibility every C is a
B.

éJ . ËA I KA¿ à@ ½Ë Y»ð

[4.3.3] Likewise if [the major premise] is a negative
{Here he uses Baroco LLL, cf. 121.12ff.}

199.11


 éK PðQå
,@ H. áÓ Zúæ B èPðQåËAK. ð , àA¾ÓB AK. H. h. É¿ : ½Ëñ®»

necessity proposition, as in
(3)

Every C is a B, with possibility;
and with necessity no B is an A.
Then it is possible that no C is an A.

{Celarent LMM}


, @ h. ªJ.¯ . áºÒÖß. Ê¯ B @ ð , @ h. áÓ Zúæ àñºK B à @ áºÒJ¯
For otherwise this is not possible, and so some C is an A

 AÓ i.JJ¯ , @ H. áÓ Zúæ B èPðQåËAK. ð , èPðQåËAK.
. IÒÊ«
with necessity. But with necessity no B is an A, and you know what follows.
{The sense requires that the j in the Cairo text should be b, though there is
no ms support for this. }

àñºK Éë AÓ @ð
[4.3.4] As to whether

199.14

 ð @ éK PðQå éj
 JJË@ è Yë
ÕæÊªJË@ ú¯ ÉJ¯ Y® ¯ , é¯Qå éJºÜØ àñºK ð @ é®Ê¢Ó
.
this conclusion is necessity or absoluteness or pure possibility:

 
, éJ . k. ñÓ I KA¿ à@ éK PðQåË@ ø Q.ºË@ à@ : AJÊ¿ Bñ¯ - éJ¯ - È ð B@

the First Teaching states as a universal rule that a necessity major premise,
if it is affirmative,
{At 35b28ff Aristotle says that when one premise is affirmative and the
3
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other is negative, if the affirmative is necessary then the conclusion is possible, but if the negative is necessary then the conclusion can be possible or
truth. }

Transcription checked 7 Sep 12. Readings checked 7 Nov 12.
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 Im' ÕËð , ¡® ¯ éJºÜØ Ij
 . K @ éJ . ËA I KA¿ à@ ð ; é®Ê¢Ó
 . K @
é®Ê¢Óð
éJºÜØ Ij
..

entails just a possibility conclusion, which doesn’t have to be an absoluteness proposition; and if it is negative it entails both a possibility conclusion
and an absoluteness
{Note that Aristotle 35b29 says not that the conclusion is absolute but that
it holds; but Theodorus’ translation has mut.laq. }

. éK PðQå Q«
conclusion that is not a necessity proposition.
Aristotle proves absolute conclusion for Celarent poss nec.

H. QåË@ @ Yë ú¯ ½Ë X àAJJ.Ë QªKð , I.k. ñÖÏ @ H. QåË@ ú¯ @ Yë àAJJ.Ë QªK ÕËð
[4.3.5] [In the First Teaching] we don’t find a proof of this in the affir- 200.3
mative mood, but we do meet a proof of it in this second mood,
{Aristotle on Celarent }


 JJË@ à @ úÎ« CJËX Éªm' à @ áºÖß AÖß. , úGAJË@
@ Yë AÓ éJ¯ ÉJ¯ éKA¯ . éK PðQå éj
.
.
where it’s possible to construe [Aristotle] as indicating that the conclusion
is necessary. He explains it


éË@X " I.m.' \ é¢®Ë Éªm.' ÕË @ X@ h. áÓ Zúæ ú¯ @ Yg. ñK B à @ I.j.J¯ : éKPAJ.«
there as follows:

200.5

So it has to be that A is not true of any C.
Here the expression ‘has to be’ refers not to the
{This is verbatim from Theodorus’ translation of Prior Analytics i.16, 36a10
(apart from some uncertainty between yūjadu and tūjadu, not affecting the
sense); see Jabre 241.8. }

 JJË@ à @ úÎ« ÉK , éj
 
" ¬ \ é¢®Ë àñºKð , éJ . k. @ð AîD®K ú¯ éj
.
. . JJË@ Ðð QË úÎ«


éË@X

fact that the conclusion necessarily follows, but rather to the fact that the
conclusion is a necessity in itself. The word ‘so’ signifies




:Aj.JJÓ ÈA¯ A¯ AÜ Ï éK A¾¯ . Ð PCË@ ñë H. ñk. ñË@ àñºK ð , Ðð QÊË@ ½Ë X úÎ«
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the entailment, and the thing that ‘has to be’ is the conclusion of the entailment. It’s like when he expresses a syllogism and says that the conclusion
is

 
,¨AJ.KB @ð Ðð QÊË@ éËBX
úÎ« ZA®ËAK. QåJ¯A ¯ , h. áÓ Zúæ ú¯ @ Ë èPðQåËAJ.¯
So with necessity A is not true of any C.
and by the ‘So’ he means only that the conclusion is a consequence [of the
premises].



É¿ ú¯ èXñk. ñÓ @ à @ ©ñJÊ¯ : ÉJ¯ à AK. éJ« Q.J«@ AÓ úÎ« ÊmÌ 'AK. ½Ë X áK. Õç'
[Aristotle] goes on to prove [the case we are considering] by absurdity. He
expresses this by saying
Then let it be posited that A is true of every or some C.
{In place of the correct technical term tūda‘ the Cairo edition has nū.da.h,
noting that nū.dac appears in several manuscripts. It’s possible that Ibn
Sı̄nā was working from a faulty text. The original of this phrase follows
immediately after the passage quoted above from Prior Analytics 36a10. }



 JJË@ ú¯ ½Ë X ÉJÓ àAJJK AÓ Y ®Ó
 É¿
éJ . ËAË@ éj
ú¯ ÉJ¯ AÖß @ ð , h. ªK. ð @
..
.
He just says

200.10

of every
first in order to explain that in cases like this where the conclusion is negative and




ÉJ¯ AÜ Ï éK @ èAJªÔ¯ ,©ñJÊ¯ : éËñ¯ AÓ @ð . éJ . k. ñÓ éJÊ¿ AîDJ® K úæË@ éJKQm.Ì '@
existentially quantified, the contradictory negation of the conclusion is universally quantified and affirmative. When he says
Let it be posited
he means that when it has been said
{Again correcting the Cairo nūda.h to tūda‘. }

èPðQåËAK áºK ÕË àA¯ : èYªK ÉJ¯ , éK PðQå éJÊ¿ éJ ËA éj
 JJË@ àñºK éK @
.
.
.
.

that the conclusion is a negative existentially quantified necessity proposition, the next thing one says is: If it is not the case that with necessity
6
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àA¾ÓB AK. áºÒJ¯ , @ h. áÓ Zúæ Bð èPðQåËAK. Ë áºJÊ¯ , @ h. áÓ Zúæ B
no C is an A, then suppose that it is false that with necessity no C is an A,
and hence that it is possible with



áºÒÖÏ @ Q¯ áÓ Ð QÊK B éKA¯ , @Xñk. ñÓ ½Ë X Q®JÊ¯ . @ h. ªK. àñºK à @ ÐAªË@

broad possibility that some C is an A. So let us assume that that is the case.
Now when a proposition is possibly true, the assumption that it is in fact
true doesn’t entail


èPðQåËAK :AJËñ¯ A @ éJË@ Jð @ h É¿
Q®JËð , ÈAm× @Xñk. ñÓ
.
.

an impossibility. So let us assume
(4)

Every C is an A.

We add to it our [previous] sentence [(3) 2nd],

Transcription checked 7 Sep 12. Readings checked 8 Nov 12.
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 , ø PðQåÊË Aº« , H @ áÓ Zúæ B
ÕË à@ ð ; àAJJ.Ë@ èXAK QË ,È ð B@ úÍ@ @ XPð
.
, Éª®K
converting it to a necessity proposition
(5)

With necessity no A is a B.

and [thus] reducing [the two propositions] to a first figure syllogism, which
allows us to supply a proof. (Even if this is not what Aristotle did,
{The reduction is to Celarent with absolute minor premise and necessity
major premise, as considered at 129.5 above, where the conclusion is necessity. }

 Ï @ CJk@ áÓ iJK @ , @ Yë Éª¯ AÒÊ ¯ . úGAJË@ áÓ AKAJK ½Ë X àA¿
ø PðQåË@ð Ê¢Ö
.
.
there is a proof from the second figure.) If one does that, the conclusion,
from a mixture of absolute and necessity premises, is
{The proof from second figure is by leaving the original major premise unconverted, so we get Cesare with absolute minor premise and necessity
major. At 131.8 he says this is uncontroversial with a necessity conclusion.
}

àñºK à @ AJºÜØ àA¿ð , èPðQåËAK. ½Ë Xð ; H. h. áÓ Zúæ B ð @ ªK. B à @
that
(6)

No C is a B — and that is with necessity.

But [we assumed that] it was possible for

every C to be a B. This is an impossibility.


. ÈAm× @ Yë , H. h. É¿

Getting an absolute conclusion for Celarent

 JJË@ à @ éK áJK , úGAëQK àAJK ék ð @ Yê¯
ÕæÊªJË@ ú¯ I.ë X éJË@ ð , éK PðQå éj
.
. .
. . .
[4.3.6] Now this is one way of giving a demonstrative proof which proves 201.5
that the conclusion is necessary, and this is the direction that [Aristotle]
took in the

 @ð PYË@ áºË
 , È ð B@
.ÉK ð AJË@ @ Yë É¢J . K ÉJ®JË@ ÉJ.¯ Pñ»YÖÏ @ AJ¯B
8
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First Teaching. But [Aristotle’s] introductory comments, which we mentioned before dividing [into the separate moods], go against this reading of
him.


 Ï @ h AJJ@
 áºÖß J» Q¢JJÊ¯
è Yë úÎ« áºÖß éK@ :Èñ® J¯ . @ Yë á« é®Ê¢Ö
.

So let us look into the question how this mood could have an absoluteness
conclusion. We say: It can happen as


, @ h áÓ Zúæ B éK@ : Èñ® J¯ ,Q®JË@ áÓ QëA¢Ë@ éJÊ« AÓ ñëð , é®Ë@
follows, which is a straightforward commentary [on Aristotle’s text]. We
state that
(7)

No C is an A.


 
áÓ Zúæ B èPðQåËAK. ð , @ h. ªK. à @ m Ì '@ áºJËð ; C£AK. @ Yë áºJÊ¯ B @ ð
For otherwise let (7) be false, and suppose the truth is that
(8)

Some C is an A.

Also
With necessity no B is an A [(= major premise of (3)].

(9)

So



àAJJ.Ë@ @ Yëð . H. àñºK à @ áºÖß h. É¿ àA¿ð , H. h. É¿ B èPðQåËAJ.¯ ,@ H.

(10)

With necessity not every C is a B.

But
(11)

Every C is possibly a B [(= minor premise of )3))].

[This is impossible.] This proof
{(10) follows from (8) and (9) by Cesare with absolute minor and necessity
major, which is at 131.7f. }

 

 úæªÖÏ AK C£B

à B ½Ë Xð , éJ¯ èPðQå B ø YË@ C£B
@ áJ.K Bð , ú×AªË@
@ áJ.K
.
proves absoluteness in the broad sense. It doesn’t prove the kind of absoluteness that excludes necessity, because
9
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à @ éJÓ Ð QÊK C£AK. C£B
AK. @ h. áÓ Zúæ B àA¿ @ X@ Ë éK@ : ÈA¯ à@ CKA¯
àñºK
someone might well say:
If (7) is false with absoluteness, it doesn’t follow that



@ h. áÓ Zúæ B éK @ É£AJ.Ë@ àñºK à @ Pñm.' ÉK. ; A®k
@ h. ªK.

C£B
AK.
(8) is true. It could be that what is false is (7) with the kind of
absoluteness

 
Ð QÊK Bð , èPðQåËAK. @ h. áÓ Zúæ B éK @ m Ì '@ àñºK ð , éJ¯ èPðQå B
à@
that excludes necessity, and the truth is (7) with necessity. So it
doesn’t follow that


@ h. ªK. àñºK
. A®k
(8) is true.

201.15

 K é®Ê¢Ó
 éj
 JJË@ à @ HAJ
 . KB iÊ B àAJJ.Ë@ @ Yë à XA¯
, éJ¯ èPðQå B C£A
.
.
Therefore this proof is not valid for establishing that the conclusion is ab- 201.16
solute in the sense of ‘absolute’ that excludes its being necessary.


 C£@

, ÐA«
éK. áJ.K à B iÊ áºËð
But it is valid when it is used to prove broad absoluteness.
Getting a necessary conclusion, also for Barbara


 . Ë@ ù®J . K Õç'
@ Yë àA¯ . èPðQåË@ á« IjJ
[4.3.7] It remains to look into the necessity [of the conclusion]. The proof 201.17
above

Transcription checked 7 Sep 12. Readings checked 9 Nov 12.
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 AKA¾Ó@ éJ¯ à @ éK áJK Bð , èPðQå AJêë Ë éK @ éJJË@ éK áJK ÕË àAJJË@
,AJ®J ®k
. .
. . .
.

doesn’t show in any way that the conclusion is not a necessity proposition,
but neither does it show that the conclusion is a strict possibility proposition —



.@P @QÓ Ê AÓ úÎ«ð ,PñË@ úæªÖß. àA¾ÓB @ Ê¾JK à @ B @
that is, unless the possibility under scrutiny is possibility in the sense of the
quantifier, which is something we have met a few times already.



 JJË@ à@ : Èñ¯ @ úæºË
H. QåË@ à@ :Èñ¯ @ð ; éK PðQå éJ. @ AÓð @ Yë ú¯ éj
.
But for myself I say: The conclusion in this and similar cases is a necessity
proposition. And I say: Both the

 JK iJK éK ðQå AÒë@Q» áK YË@ IËAË@ð Ik ñÖÏ @
:È ð B@ ÈAJÓ . éK PðQå éj
. .
.
.
. .

affirmative and the negative moods whose major premises are necessity
propositions entail a necessity conclusion. An example of the affirmative
case is:




, èPðQåËAK. @ h. É¾¯ , èPðQåËAK. @ H. É¿ð , àA¾ÓB AK. H. h. É¿
(12)

Every C is a B with possibility;
and every B is an A with necessity;
so every C is an A with necessity.


i.JJ¯ ,@Xñk. ñÓ áºÒÖÏ @ @ Yë ©JÊ¯ . @ h. ªK. àñºK B à @ áºÒJ¯ B @ ð

Otherwise it is possible for some C not to be an A. And so let us posit that
(13)

Some C is not an A.

is true. Then this [and the major premise in (12)] form a productive
{I read as that (13) is true, not as that the possibility of (13) is true. This
implicates Ibn Sı̄nā in the false rule of possibility, but that’s his normal
practice. Ibn Sı̄nā hasn’t yet come to second figure mixtures of possible
and necessary; but as I have it he is using Baroco with absolute minor and
necessary major, which at 151.8 he says is standard, but he doesn’t say that
the conclusion is necessary. }

11
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 áÓ
àñºK à @ áºÖß B ÉK. ; H. h. ªK. àñºK B à @ áºÖß : úGAJË@ É¾Ë@
syllogism in the second figure, entailing: it’s with possibility that not some
C is a B; or rather,
(14)

It is not possible that every C is an A.



áÓ B Ð QË Êg @ Yê¯ ; H. h. É¿
.AîD¯ ¼ñºÖ Ï @ áÓ ÉK. , é¯XAË@

This is an absurdity. It follows not from the premise [(13)] that was counted
as true, but from the one that was considered dubious.
{Here he repeats the move at 196.8, of shifting the blame for a contradiction
away from the ‘false but possible’ premise. }
[4.3.8] Let us prove the same thing

áJ.JËð

202.8


 
 áÓ ½Ë X
@ H. É¿ð ,Xñk. ñ.ËAK. H. h. É¿ à @ ©JËð , éJJªK. È ð B@ É¾Ë@

in the first figure. Suppose that
(15)

Every C is a B in fact,
and every B is an A with necessity.

{Using Barbara with absolute minor and necessary major, 125.9. }

Then
(16)


Éªm.' @Xñk. ñÓ áºÒÖÏ @ AJQ¯ àA¿ @ X@ ð . èPðQåËAK. @ h. É¾¯ , èPðQåËAK.
Every C is an A with necessity.

If [in the minor premise] we have assumed that a thing that is possible is
true, this makes



 JJË@ è Yë
, @ h. É¿ :AJËñ¯ àA¯ ; èPðQåË@ á« É® JK à @ áºÖß C¯ éK PðQå éj
.

this conclusion a necessity proposition [in the original syllogism], and there
is no way of translating it into something that is not a necessity proposition.
In fact the sentence
(17)

Every C is an A with necessity.

 

@Xñk. ñÓ éK@ X Ð@X AÓ h. éKAK. ¬ññÓ ñë AÓ É¿ à @ : èAJªÓ , èPðPYËAK.
12
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means
(18)

Everything that fits the description C fits the description A for so
long as its essence is satisfied — even if it changes in any [other]
way.

 

h. É¿ à @ Ð QÊJ¯ . @ éK AK. ¬ññÓ ñê¯ - àA¿ ð ø @ éJÊ« QªK à@ ð -

So it follows that that every C

@ ñê¯ èXñk. ñÓ éK@ X I KA¿ @ XA¯ . èPðQåËAK. @ ñê¯ @Xñk. ñÓ éK@ X Ð@X AÔ¯

is an A for so long as its essence is satisfied, with necessity. So while its
essence is satisfied, it is an A

AÓ@ ñÊm' C¯ Éª®ËAK. H. H. é¯ññÓ áºK ÕËð èXñk. ñÓ éK@ X I KA¿ @ X@ ð . èPðQåËAK.
à@
with necessity. While its essence is satisfied and it doesn’t in act fit the 202.15
description B, either



Z@ñ , @ éK AK. A¯ññÓ àA¿ àA¯ àñºK B ð @ , AÖß @X @ éK AK. A¯ññÓ àñºK

it fits the description A permanently, or doesn’t. So it fits the description A,
regardless of whether


 JJËA¯ , I ¯ð
 É¿
. éK PðQå éj
ú¯ð Yg. ñK ÕË ð @ H. Yg. ð
.
it is a B or not, and at every time, and thus the conclusion is a necessity
proposition.

Transcription checked 7 Sep 12. Readings checked 9 Nov 12.
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203

Ð@X AÓ Ê¯ , @ áºK ÕË H. áºK ÕË àA¯ , @ Q H. Q AÓ YJ« àA¿ à@ ð

éK@ X

[4.3.9] And if while it is a B it is an A, but when it is not a B it is not an
A, then it is not an A while its essence continues to be
[NB AÓ ‘so long as’, AÓ YJ« ‘at the moment when’.]


 
¬ññÓ éK@ AJÊ¯ð
. H. éK AK. A¯ññÓ éK@ X Ð@X AÓ ÉK. , @ àñºK @Xñk. ñÓ

satisfied, but rather while its essence continues to fit the description B. But
we said that it does in fact fit
{From this point on the manuscripts are in chaos about whether what moves
is the human (masculine) or his essence (feminine). }


. Êg @ Yëð , áºK ÕË ð @ H. éK AK. A¯ññÓ àA¿ , @Xñk. ñÓ éK@ X Ð@X AÓ ½Ë YK.

that description so long as its essence continues to be satisfied, regardless
of whether or not it fits the description B. This is an absurdity.


 Ì 'AK ð
àA¾ÓB @ éKA¾Ó@ ð AÖß @X ø PðQå ñê¯ AK PðQå Q à @ áºÖß AÓ à @ ÕÎ« A¯ éÊÒm
. .

In general know that what can possibly be necessary is necessary permanently, and its possibility is possibility in the broader sense.
{NB Possibly necessary implies necessary. }

 B@
 PA @ X@ éK B ½Ë Xð . Ñ«
, èPðQåË@ éJ« Èð QK à @ Pñm.' ð , AK PðQå AJ¯ð

This is because if it becomes necessary at some time but can then lose its 203.5
necessity


à @ :AK PðQå éKPð Q úæªÓ à B , AK PðQå Qå ÕË àñºJ¯ , èXñk. ñÓ éK@ Xð

while its essence is still satisfied, then it won’t [really] have been necessary,
because what it means to say that it becomes necessary is that


éK@ X Ð@X AÓ éK AK. A¯ññÓ éË AK PðQå ÈñÒjÖÏ @ @ Yë Q AÓ YJ« ¨ññÖÏ @ àñºK
when this predicate becomes necessary for the subject, the subject continues to fit the description given by that predicate for as long as the essence
of the subject continues

éK. ¬ññÓ Q« ñëð @Xñk. ñÓ éK@ X àA¿ @ X@ ð . ÈñÒjÖÏ @ ½Ë YK. ¬ññÓ @Xñk. ñÓ

to be satisfied. But if during the time while its essence is satisfied, it fails to
fit the description

14
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,ø PðQå. éË ñë Ëð , éË AK PðQå PA Y® ¯ , éË AK PðQå PA à @ ÉJ.¯

until the description becomes necessary for it, and then the description became necessary for it, but [now] it is not necessary for it,



 JÓ É¿ð
 JK à @ áºÖß àA@ É¿
: @ Yë ÈAJÓð . ÈAm× @ Yëð
Õæk. ¼Qj
, ¼Qj

then this is an impossibility.

203.10

An example of this:
(19)

Every human can move;
and every moving thing is a body with necessity;
so every human is a body with necessity.



 JÓ É¿
éK@ X Ð@X AÓ ¼Qj
àA¿ AÓ A¯ . èPðQåËAK. Õæk. àA@ É¾¯ , èPðQåËAK.

Consider the fact that every moving thing, so long as its essence continues
to be


 JK ÕË ð @ ¼Qj
 JK  @Xñk. ñÓ
AÓYJ« àAB @ àA¿ð ,Õæk. éK AK. A¯ññÓ  ¼Qj

satisfied — whether or not it moves — fits the description ‘body’. It is true
of a human as soon as


 ¼Qj
 JK
I KA¿ J» @Xñk. ñÓ éK@ X Ð@X AÓ ø @ èPðQåËAK. Õæk. éK @ éJÊ« A¯XA

he moves that he is a body necessarily, i.e. so long as his essence continues
to be satisfied, whatever


 JK ÕË à@ ð  àñºK à @ éÓQÊK , éË@ñk @
éK@ X Ð@X AÓ Õæk. éK B , AÒk.  ¼Qj

else happens, and it follows that he is — even when he doesn’t move — a
body, because he is a body for so long as his essence continues

 JÓ ñë AÓYJ« B @Xñk. ñÓ
ÉJ.¯ ñëð ,Õæk. @Xñk. ñÓ éK@ X Ð@X AÓ ñê¯ . ¡® ¯ ¼Qj

to be satisfied, not just while he is moving. This holds for so long as his 203.15
essence continues as a body, and he was a body before

 
  
 Ì '@
ZúæË@ àA¯ .¼Qj
JK AÓYJ« @ Yë YJ®J AÖß @ éK @ B , Õæk. AëYªK. ð , Õæk. é»Qm
the movement and he is a body after it. It’s not as if a thing reveals [that it’s
a body] only when it moves. The fact that a thing has property X

, èXñk. ð ÉJ.¯ CAg éË QÓ B@ ½Ë X àñºK èXñk. ð YJ« QÓ @ áÓ @QÓ @ YJ®J B
15
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is not something it reveals by its having property Y when it does have Y ,
if X is a property that it had before it had Y —

Transcription checked 7 Sep 12. Readings checked 9 Nov 12.
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204



, ÈAm× ½Ë X àA¯ . ½Ë X éË áºK ÕË , Yg. ñK ÕË ñË úæk

as if it wouldn’t have had property X if it hadn’t already had Y . That
would be absurd.
{Not in fact absurd. A plate can reveal that it had a weakness by breaking, even if the weakness was invisible before the breakage. Was Ibn Sı̄nā
nodding here? }


è@Q.» úæË@ ú¯ ÈAmÌ '@ ½Ë Y»
[4.3.10] The same goes for syllogisms whose major premise

204.1


. éK PðQå éJ . ËA éJj.JK à @ éK PðQå éJ . ËA

is a negative necessity proposition; their conclusion is a negative necessity
proposition.


 k ,Q»X ø YË@ àAJJ.Ë@ @ Yë ÉJÓ à @ I.j.ªË@ É¿
éJ . ËA @Q.ºË@ IJ
I.j.ªË@ð

It’s quite remarkable that [Aristotle uses] a proof like this one mentioned 204.3
above, where the major premise is a negative

 , éK PðQå àñºK Y¯ éj
 JJË@ à @ éK áJJË , éK PðQå
Q»YK à @ áºÖß àA¿ Y¯ð
. .
.

necessity proposition, to prove that the conclusion can be a necessity proposition, when he could already have said the same
{NB Here he says that a proof proves ‘that its conclusion is necessary’, not
that it proves a conclusion which is a necessity proposition (or a necessary
proposition). I have an impression that he does this elsewhere too. Check.
}


 ®Ë@ Ik ñK AÖß. PYË@ ú¯ Õºk Y® ¯ , éJ k ñÖÏ @ ú¯
è@Q.» úæË@ áK. ½Ë X ú¯ Q
..
. .
about the affirmative case; and that [Aristotle’s] introduction reckons that 204.5
one has to make a distinction of this kind between the syllogisms with affirmative major premise



ø Q.ºË@ I KA¿ AÜ Ï éK @ I.KAj.ªË@ áÓð . úæªÖÏ @ @ Yë ú¯ éJ . ËA è@Q.» úæË@ð éJ . k. ñÓ
and those with negative major premise. And it’s remarkable that when the
major premise is

 ß áºÒÖÏ AK é£ñÊ
 JK AêË ÉjÖ
 m× éJ ËA é®Ê¢Ó


HPA
AÜ Ïð , éJºÜØ éK PðQå éj
.
.
.
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an absolute negative proposition and is combined with a possibility premise,
he contrived to show that it can have a necessity conclusion, but when

 JK àñºK à @ Ð Qk éK PðQå
, éJ . ËA éJºÒÖÏ @ I KA¿ @ X@ AÓ @ð , @ Yë . éK PðQå éj
.
.

[the major premise] is [affirmative], he determined that the conclusion is
[not] a necessity proposition. This in spite of the fact that when it is the
possibility premise that is negative,
{There is a problem of getting the Cairo text to say something that agrees
with Ibn Sı̄nā’s analysis of the logical situation. I don’t see an alternative to
correcting the d.arūriyyatan at the beginning of line 204.8 to mūjibatan; perhaps the curious d.arūriyyatan mumkinatan in the previous line distracted
an early copyist. Then we need to negate the second d.arūriyyatan; one ms
moves in this direction by writing haraja for jazama, but loss of a lā is a com¯
moner and more probable error. A better suggestion would be welcome.
}

 áºÜØ Bð . éJ k ñÖÏ @ Ij
 JJË@ XP
 . K @ AÓ éJJªK. i.JJ¯
;I.ÊË@ úÍ@ H. Am.' B @ á« éj
.
..

it implies precisely the same [modality] as when [the possibility premise]
is affirmative. Reducing the conclusion from affirmative to negative is not
possible,
{When the possibility premise is negative, e.g. with Celarent with necessary minor and possible major, we have a possibility conclusion by 199.5.
Switching the negative to affirmative gives Barbara with necessary minor
and possible major, which again by 199.5 has possibility conclusion. }

 ÉK , AJA
 g éJ¯ àA¾ÓB @ Ë X@
. AJÓA«
.

since the possibility in it is the broad one and not the narrow one.
204.10
{This sentence has all the marks of being a marginal note by a reader who
hadn’t quite thought it through. The point seems to be that Aristotle couldn’t
have seen the parallel between the affirmative case and the negative one by
making a straight reduction from one to the other. But the suggested reduction, of a possibility conclusion in the affirmative case to a possibility conclusion in the negative case, is irrelevant to the issue. Ibn Sı̄nā’s point was
that Aristotle could have got an affirmative conclusion already in the affirmative case and not just in the negative; so the relevant reduction would
have been from a negative necessity conclusion to an affirmative one. }

 AÓ Q» @ à @ ÕÎ« @ ð
ÕæÊªJË@ ú¯ éJÊ« ÉÒJ
[4.3.11] Be aware that most of what the First
18
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 øðAJ¯ I
 Ëð , HA
 KAjJÓ@ HA£C
 JkB @ QÓ @ áÓ È ð B@
½Ë iJJð . é®J ®k
Teaching contains about mixtures of modalities consists of tests rather than
authoritative rulings. The true facts about them


 JkB @ è Yë áÓ úæÓ AÓ ªK. AîD¯ Q»YK ©@ñÓ ú¯ ½Ë X é®J ®k
ð @ , HA£C
will become clear to you when some of the facts above about mixtures of
modalities are mentioned or used in later topics,
{Where are these later topics? I’ve not seen any modal syllogisms in Jadal.
}

 . m Ì '@ éJk ñK AÓ úÎ« YJJk AîD¯ øñJ®Ë@ àñºJ¯ , ½Ë X ªK AîD¯ ÉÒªJ
Y¯ð
..
.

So far you have seen

 g áÓ ½Ë úæÓ
. è Yë áÓ éJKQm.Ì '@ K A®Ö Ï @ ¬QªK I K @ð , Yg@ð ½Ë X éÊÔ
.

only one [or two] of the cases [in this figure], but from these cases you can
tell the facts about the syllogisms with existentially quantified premises.
{Darii and Ferio. Aristotle discusses them at greater length, i.16, 36a31ff. }

  Ì
 JJËA¯ éJºÜØ I KA¿ à@ AîEA ¯ , ø QºÊË èQªË@ àA
¯ éÊÒm. 'AK. ð
éK PðQå ð @ , éJºÜØ éj
.
.
.

The general rule is that the choice of modality for the conclusion lies with
the major premise. If this premise is a possibility proposition then the con- 204.15
clusion is a possibility proposition, and if it is a necessity proposition
then the conclusion is a necessity proposition.

Transcription checked 7 Sep 12. Readings checked 9 Nov 12.
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.

